
CELTIC SABBATS 
 

Celtic and Wiccan holidays, or Sabbats, are timed to 

the seasons and the Earth’s natural rhythms. Sabbats 

are Sun Holidays and celebrate the Earth’s journey 

around the sun, called the Wheel of the Year, and 

Wiccans refer to commemorating the Sabbats as 

Turning the Wheel. Most Wiccans celebrate these 

eight Sabbats annually. 

Yule|Winter Solstice 

December 20, 21, 22, 23 
 

Yule is the longest night and the shortest day of the 

year. Some Wiccans consider Yule to be either the 

year’s beginning or the end. This is the time to 

celebrate the return of the light. Yule is the solar 

turning of the tides, and the newborn Sun offers a 

fresh start and, literally, a new day. It’s a time of 

renewal and hope. 

 

Imbolc|Brigid|Candlemas 

February 1, 2 
 

Brigid, or Imbolc, is a preparation for spring. At 

Brigid, Wiccans clean and organize their living 

environments, as well as their minds and hearts, in 

preparation for the upcoming season of growth. It’s a 

time to shake off the doldrums of late winter and light 

the fires of creativity and inspiration. 

Ostara|Spring Equinox|Easter 

March 20, 21, 22, 23 
 

Winter is now over. Light is increasing. The day and 

night are equal in length at the equinox. Spring has 

arrived or is coming soon. Easter is the time of 

fertility, birth, and renewal. The ice is thawing, and 

the growing season for plants and animals begins. 

Growth is the theme of the day. 

 

Beltane|May Eve 

April 30, May 1 
 

Beltane is the time of the marriage and union of the 

Goddess as Mother Earth and the God of the 

Greenwood. It is an ancient fertility festival marking 

the beginning of the planting cycle. The festival was to 

ensure a good growing season and a bountiful harvest. 

Beltane is light-hearted and joyful 

 

Litha|Summer Solstice|Midsummer 

June 20, 21, 22, 23 
 

Litha is the longest day and the shortest night of the 

year. Light triumphs, but will now begin to fade into 

darkness as autumn approaches. The crops are 

planted and growing. The woods and forests have 

reached their peak fullness. This is the time of 

abundance for wildlife, including people! The holiday 

is joyous. 

 



Lammas|Lughnasadh 
August 1 
 

For the ancient Pagans, Lammas, or Lughnasadh, was 

a time of both hope and fear. They held hope for a 

bountiful harvest and abundant food, but they feared 

that the harvest wouldn’t be large enough and that the 

cold months would be filled with struggle and 

deprivation. At Lughnasadh, modern Wiccans also face 

their fears, concentrate on developing their own 

abilities, and take steps to protect themselves and 

their homes. 
 

Mabon|Fall Equinox|Harvest Home 
September 20, 21, 22, 23 
 

At Mabon, the day and the night are equal in length, 

in sublime balance. For many locations, Mabon 

coincides with the final harvest of grain, fruits, and 

vegetables. Mabon, also called Harvest Home, is the 

time of thanksgiving. The beauty and bounty of 

summer gives way to the desolation of winter, and the 

darkness overtakes the light. 
 

Samhain|All Hallow’s Eve|Halloween 
October 31, November 1 
 

For many Wiccans, Samhain marks the New Year and 

is the most important Sabbat. It’s the time to 

remember the ancestors, and the time to celebrate the 

harvest and all that has been accomplished over the 

year. 

CELTIC ESBATS 
 

The Esbats, or Celtic and Wiccan Lunar Holidays, 

celebrate the moon’s passage around the Earth. 

 

January - Wolf|Old|Winter Moon 

February - Storm|Hunger|Ice Moon 

March - Chaste|Crow|Windy Moon 

April - Seed|Pink|Growing Moon 

May - Hare|Flower|Milk Moon 

June - Dyad|Strawberry|Hot Moon 

July - Mead|Thunder|Summer Moon 

August - Wyrt|Red|Fruit Moon 

September - Barley|Harvest|Corn Moon 

October - Blood|Hunter|Travel Moon 

November - Snow|Beaver|Frosty Moon 

December - Oak|Cold|Snow Moon 
 

Occasionally there is a 13th month during which 

there is a Blue Moon. 

RITUAL MOONS 
 

Shamanic | Celtic | Pagan 

 

January - Frost | Quiet | Ice Moon 

February - Starving | Ice |Snow Moon 

March - Storm |Wind | Death Moon 

April - Water | Growing | Awakening Moon 

May - Corn | Bright | Grass Moon 

June - Honey | Horse | Planting Moon 

July - Raspberry | Claiming | Rose Moon 

August - Gathering | Dispute | Lightning Moon 

September - Spider Web | Singing | Harvest Moon 

October - Leaf | Harvest | Blood Moon 

November - Snow | Dark | Tree Moon 

December - Long Night | Cold | Long Night Moon 



JAPANESE SEASONS 
 

Haru|Spring 
 

Shunbun no Hi is the Japanese celebration of Vernal 

Equinox in March. In spring, Sakura (cherry blossoms) 

bloom usually from the end of March through April in 

a kind of wave starting in southern Kyushu and 

working its way northeast. News reports keep the 

populace up to date on the best places to enjoy Hanami 

(flower viewing). The Hanami tradition is a good 

example of the Japanese view of beauty in nature. The 

undeniable beauty of the delicate pink flowers is offset 

by a sense of melancholy at their all-too-brief 

appearance. This is often compared to our own short 

time spent on the earth. 
 

Natsu|Summer 
 

Geshi is the Japanese celebration of Summer Solstice 

in June, which includes taking a bath with Yuzu citrus 

fruit. Summer is the season of Matsuri (festivals) and 

Hanabi (fireworks). June is called Tsuyu (the rainy 

season). Ajisai (hydrangea) blooms turn a pale lilac 

and then a deep blue as the rain continues to fall. The 

biggest festival of the year, Obon is held in July or 

August. The annual fireworks display, held in Tokyo, 

is hugely popular, drawing over a million and a half 

people every year.  

 

Aki|Autumn 
 

Shubun no Hi is the Japanese celebration of Autumnal 

Equinox ion September. The end of summer and 

beginning of autumn sees the arrival from the Pacific 

of typhoons (tropical storms). Most typhoons hit the 

Kyushu region first and then proceed across the 

country, wreaking havoc. Some of the worst typhoons 

have killed thousands of people. A typhoon was also 

responsible for sinking the fleet of the invading 

Mongols in the 13th century, earning itself the name 

Kamikaze (divine wind). September is the time for 

Tsukimi (moon viewing). As the weather cools in 

October and November, leaves begin to change color 

and suddenly the landscape is a dramatic palette of 

red, brown, orange, yellow and green.  

Fuyu|Winter 
 

Toji is the Japanese celebration of Winter Solstice in 

December. The Yuki Matsuri (snow festival) held in 

Sapporo every February attracts thousands of tourists 

from Japan and abroad. 

JAPANESE MONTHS 
 

January | Ichigatsu | Month of Love 

February | Nigatsu | Month of Changing Clothes 

 March | Sangatsu | Month of New Life 

April | Shigatsu | Month of Deutzia (Flower) 

May | Gogatsu | Month of Rice Planting 

June | Rokugatsu | Month of Water 

July | Shichigatsu | Month of Erudition 

August | Hachigatsu | Month of Falling Leaves 

September | Kugatsu | Long Month 

October | Jugatsu | Month of Gods 

November | Juichigatsu | Month of Frost 

December | Junigatsu | Month of Priests Running  



CHINESE ZODIAC 
 

The Chinese Zodiac, known as Sheng Xiao, is based on 

a twelve-year cycle. The 12-part cycle corresponds to 

years rather than months. Each year in the cycle is 

related to an animal sign. These signs are the rat, ox, 

tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, monkey, 

rooster, dog and pig. It is calculated according to 

Chinese lunar calendar 

 

Rat | Zi Shi | Yin Water  - 1948, 1960, 1972 

Ox | Chou Shi | Yin Earth  -  1949, 1961 , 1973 

Tiger | Yin Shi | Yang Wood  -  1950 , 1962, 1974 

Rabbit | Mao Shi | Yin Wood  -  1951, 1963, 1975 

Dragon | Chen Shi | Yang Earth  -  1952, 1964, 1976 

Snake | Si Shi | Yang Fire  -  1953, 1965, 1977   

Horse | Wu Shi | Yin Fire  -  1954, 1966 , 1978 

Goat | Wei Shi | Yin Earth  -  1955, 1967 , 1979 

Monkey | Shen Shi | Yang Metal  -  1956, 1968, 1980 

Rooster | You Shi | Yin Metal  -  1957, 1969, 1981 

Dog | Xu Shi | Yang Earth  -  1958, 1970, 1982 

Pig | Hai Shi | Yang Water   -  1959, 1971, 1983 

JAPANESE DAYS 
 

Sunday | Nichiyobi | Sun 

Monday | Getsuyobi | Moon 

Tuesday | Kayobi | Fire (Mars) 

Wednesday | Suiyobi | Water (Mercury) 

Thursday | Mokuyobi | Wood (Jupiter) 

Friday | Kinyobi | Metal (Venus) 

Saturday | Doyobi | Earth (Saturn) 

CHINESE ELEMENTS 
 

Jin|Metal (Tiger|Manager) - Determined, 

Persistent, Worker 
 

Mu|Wood (Owl|Planner) - Gifted, Idealist 
 

Shui|Water (Chameleon|Coordinator) - 

Sympathetic, Perfectionist 
 

Huo|Fire (Koala|King) - Courageous, 

Passionate, Inquisitive 
 

Tu|Earth (Peacock|Leader) - Kindness, 

Tolerant, Honest 
 

CHINESE CYCLES 
 

Generating Cycle (Sheng): 

Inter-promoting, begetting, engendering, mothering 

or enhancing cycle... 
 

Generating: Wood makes Fire burn. Fire creates 

Earth. Earth bears Metal. Off of Metal runs Water. 

Water makes Wood grow. 
 

Controlling Cycle (Kè): 

Destructing, overcoming or inter-restraining or 

weakening cycle… 
 

Fire melts Metal. Metal chops down Wood. Wood 

breaks the Earth. Earth soaks up Water and blocks 

its flow. Water controls Fire. 



Nion|Ash|Seahorse  

(Feb18-Mar17) - Enchanter 
The Ash is a tree of enchantment, enlightenment and one of 

the three sacred trees. The SeaHorse, part fish and part horse, 

is associated with Celtic sea gods and represents shape-

shifting. Those born under this sign have a dual nature. They 

are said to be spiritual, compassionate, artistic, gentle 

dreamers with one foot in the land of Faerie. But can they be 

rather adaptable and practical as well.  

 

Fearn|Alder|Hawk  

(Mar18-Apr14) - Trailblazer 
The Alder symbolises the balance of male and female 

principles in each individual. The Hawk is a bird of omen and 

can signify victory (forces of light or day) or defeat (forces of 

darkness or night. The Vernal Equinox (Alban Eiler), the 

moment when day and night are of equal length, is celebrated 

during this month. Those born under this sign are said to be 

courageous, confident, sincere, successful, good in a crisis  

and inspire loyalty.  

 

Saille|Willow|Sea Dragon  

(Apr15-May12) - Observer 
The Willow, another tree of enchantment, has often been 

associated with creation as well as death. According to Druid 

lore, the two sea serpent eggs which contained the sun and the 

earth were hidden in its branches. When the eggs hatched, the 

universe was born. The fire festival of Beltaine is celebrated 

during this month. Those born under this sign are said to be 

mysterious, tenacious, loyal and resourceful with excellent 

memories.  

 

Uath|Hawthorn|Chalice  

(May13-Jun9) - Illusionist 
The Hawthorn is one of the three sacred trees.  It is said to 

bring good luck and protection and is the traditional Maypole 

of Beltaine.  It is extremely unlucky to cut down a Hawthorn. 

The Chalice symbolizes the expert metal-crafting of 

Govannon, the master smith-god who also brewed mead that 

bestowed eternal youth and freedom from illness and death. 

The mythological hidden planet of Vulcan corresponds to the 

smith-god. Those born under this sign are said to be creative, 

innovative, multi-talented, adaptable and good planners.  

CELTIC|DRUID TREE ZODIAC 
 

Beith|Birch|White Stag  

(Dec24-Jan20) - Achiever 
The Birch is the first tree in the 13 month lunar cycle and the 

first to bear leaves after the Winter Solstice.  The Birch 

signifies procreation and the potential of growth. In this 

month, the Sun returns bringing light and warmth after the 

dark of Winter. The White Stag is thought to be a creature of 

the Otherworld, representing change or a quest.  Those born 

under this sign are said to have great personal potential and 

the ability to overcome obstacles if they persevere.  

 

Luis|Rowan|Green Dragon  

(Jan21-Feb17) - Thinker 
According to legend, the red berries of the Rowan have 

magickal healing properties and the trees are guarded by a 

Green Dragon. The Rowan is a tree of protection and wards off 

evil and negativity.  The Rowan tree’s spirit is a guardian of 

secret truths.  The first fire festival of the year, Imbolc, is 

celebrated during this month.  Those born under this sign are 

idealistic, visionary and concerned with humanitarian goals. 



Duir|Oak |White Horse  

(Jun10-Jul7) - Stabilizer 
The Oak is the most sacred tree of the Druids and rules the 

light part of the year (the Oak King).  The Oak represents 

wisdom, strength, longevity and protection. The Summer 

Solstice (Alban Hefin) occurs in this month and as the longest 

day marks a turning point in the year, it is also a time for 

spiritual exploration. The “Duir” (door) opens to self-

realization.  The White Horse is a symbol of fertility and 

spiritual power. Those born under this sign are said to be 

optimistic, determined, truthful, creative, are natural leaders 

and have generous spirits.    

 

Tinne|Holly|Unicorn  

(Jul8-Aug4) - Ruler 
The Holly is a symbol of life as it remains evergreen and is also 

a plant of protection. It represents the dark part of the year 

(the Holly King).  The Unicorn’s spiral horn is a symbol of the 

sun’s power or a flaming spear which corresponds to the 

hottest part of Summer.  The Unicorn also represents purity 

and endurance.  The fire festival of Lughnasadh is celebrated 

during this month. Those born under this sign are said to be 

practical with great integrity, responsible, logical and 

trustworthy.  

 

Coll|Hazel|Salmon  

(Aug5-Sep1) - Knower 
The Hazel is the tree of wisdom.  By eating hazel nuts it is said 

the one could gain all the world’s knowledge.  As told in the 

legend of Fionn mac Cumhaill, a Salmon ate nine hazel nuts 

that had fallen into the Well of Wisdom from the surrounding 

trees.  The Salmon gained all the knowledge of the world and 

in turn, whoever ate the Salmon would know all. Those born 

under this sign are said to be smart, perceptive, detail-

oriented, honest, rational and good educators.  

Muin|Vine|Swan  

(Sep2-Sep29) - Equalizer 
The Vine or Bramble grows in spirals and symbolizes the time 

of year when the light eventually disappears into the dark 

time of the year. The Autumnal Equinox (Alban Elfed or 

Mabon), in which day and night are again equal, is celebrated 

during this month.  The White Swan represents the Tuatha 

De Dannan, the radiant faerie folk who disappear to their 

underground abodes at the Autumnal Equinox.  Those born 

under this sign are perceptive, supportive, creative, sensitive 

and great organizers.  

 

Gort|Ivy|Butterfly  

(Sep30-Oct27) - Survivor 
Ivy is an evergreen symbolising mystery, immortality, the 

portal to the Otherworld and the dark time of year. The 

Butterfly represents the Sidhe or Faerie Folk, who rule the 

Otherworld, a land not marked by human time. The elusive 

Faerie hold hidden secrets and wisdom which have yet to be 

discovered by humans and are ruled by the mythical hidden 

planet of Persephone. Those born under this sign are said to 

be unique, intelligent, sociable, artistic and good friends. I 

chose the beautiful Irish Peacock butterfly to represent this 

sign.  

 

Ngetal|Reed|White Hound  

(Oct28-Nov24) - Inquisitor 
The Reed has thick roots like a tree though submerged in 

water and is associated with Pwyll, God of the Underworld. It 

is also a symbol of royalty. The fire festival of Samhain, which 

honours the dead, is celebrated during this month.  The White 

Hound is a guardian of many mysteries. I chose the faithful 

Irish Wolfhound to represent this sign. Those born under this 

sign are said to be imaginative, fearless, good leaders, make 

powerful friends and possess strong will.  

 

Ruis|Elder|Black Horse  

(Nov25-Dec23) - Seeker 
The Elder  Tree symbolizes death, rebirth and transformation.  

The Winter Solstice (Alban Arthan), the time of transition 

which marks the shortest day and longest night, occurs during 

this month.  The last month of the lunar calendar represents 

the journey of the soul as it follows the light during each phase 

of the moon, descends into the Underworld and is reborn after 

a series of trials. The ruling planet of Saturn is symbolized by 

a Black Horse. Those born under this sign are said to be 

curious, lively, self-sufficient, energetic and enjoy mental and 

physical challenge.  


